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LONG LIVE TO THE 90TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF PERU 

 
I - WITH PROFOUND RECOGNITION, RESPECT AND COMMUNIST 
WARMTH, WE GREET CHAIRMAN GONZALO, THE GREATEST 
MARXIST LENINIST MAOIST LIVING ON EARTH TODAY, WHOSE 
RESOLUTE CONVICTION AND STRENGTH ARE A GREAT 
EXAMPLE TO FOLLOW. 
 
Nothing from the old order has seduced him, nothing has broken him, He has 
been resisting the most ferocious attacks of the reaction for almost 40 years; 26 
of them in a sinister regime of absolute confinement, and isolation in a Naval 
Military Prison where no national or inter-national law exists but a specific 
exception norm for that place where he is discriminated and his fundamental 
rights are denied. 
 
In 1992, a few days after his arrest, he was handed over in custody by verbal 
order by then-President Fujimori to the Peruvian Navy, while at the Naval 
Station of San Lorenzo Island he faced a military trial with a striped suit, a 
number on his chest and caged for "treason to the homeland". Years later that 
trial was annulled and he was tried again in 2004, the State broke that trial 
because it was not convenient for them to accuse him for the charges they hold 
against him. In 2006 he was again tried and condemned in the so-called mega-
process, which contained symbolic "72 facts" of all the facts of the people's war. 
Here as in the military trial he was sentenced to life imprisonment and ordered 
to pay 3,700 million soles. 
 
In 2013, an investigation that since 2005 had been initiated and filed was 
reactivated and with a broadened report and with pressure by the Executive, he 
was taken back to trial for the third time and for the same facts, with the same 
laws and the same penalty types of anti-terrorist legislation used as a counter-
subversive weapon of war. 
 
But if yesterday, judgment and condemnation were for everything that was 
done, this time the trial and conviction was for a single fact, a fact described by 
the ruling Judge of the case as "emblematic"; but a single fact used to over-
criminalize those who then led the revolutionary war against the oppression and 
exploitation of a semi-feudal, semi-colonial system and bureaucratic capitalism, 
which plunged the immense peasant masses into the most ignoble misery and 
the most intolerable backwardness. 
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This trial has meant nineteen months of televised audiences and recorded by the 
network as a means of making public derision mainly from the Head of the Party 
and the revolution. A symbolic trial because it did not mean anything effective 
as he was already condemn to the same life imprisonment since 1992. And an 
exemplary trial against those who express great Marxist-Leninist-Maoist motto: 
the rebellion is justified in a country where there is oppression and exploitation. 
 
Moreover, if they tried to humiliate him, punish and denigrate publicly, they did 
not succeed; on the contrary, being challenged the class, responded to the 
challenge with the attitude that corresponded, he unmasked and denounced 
firmly and resolutely; irreverent to the court turned into a completely unequal 
front of war up to the age and time of confinement, he responded with his iron 
fist and his brief and clear voice ignoring their law. 
An exemplary attitude of communist to the end, he defended the Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism, defended the Communist Party of Peru, defended the 
People's war and the armed revolution and did not recognize at all the 
exploitative, police and corrupt State. 
 
He confronted them with the attitude of the class destined to destroy the current 
system of capitalist exploitation that plunges the majority into misery while the 
owners of political and economic power: the big bourgeoisie at the service of the 
financial oligarchy, of the imperialism that accumulates huge capital in less 
hands and prepares a third predatory war for the new division of the world. 
 

Today the whole Party in unison says: 
Long live Chairman Gonzalo! Head of the Party and the Revolution! 

 
Long Lives’ to the Party that unite us to the hearts of the thousands of the People 
and the class´s sons, who managed to see him on their screens fighting as 
always, transforming everything, teaching us like a teacher of communists to 
resist and fight like yesterday but in new conditions and as one day he wrote: "... 
the class fights, fails and fights back again ...the class does not fear failure… 
failure is relative… the proletariat builds victory through a scale of setbacks and 
failures in a constant struggle; So goes forward, that is the normal process of life 
and struggle of the proletariat " 
 
II- TODAY IT IS ALSO IMPERATIVE TO REMEMBER THE RICH 
PROCESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF PERU 
 
Remember the role of Chairman Gonzalo as a developer of Mariategui: the 
founder, who constituted the Communist Party of Peru in 1928, endowing it 
with Marxist-Leninist ideology, with a general political line and a revolutionary 
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program that defeated the anarchism, the aprismo and those who center only in 
the front, which were opposed. 
 
His unfortunate and premature death was taken advantage of by the rightist, 
which departed from his path and imposed a revisionist and electoral line that 
predominated for thirty years by delaying the direction of the revolution. But the 
left, weak in the beginning became strong and in the search of the reunification 
of forces to fulfil the reason of being of the Party, in Ayacucho the red faction 
arose. 
 
Faction commanded by Chairman Gonzalo, who raised Marxism-Leninism-
Maoism, proposed retaking Mariategui and reconstituting his Party to lead the 
revolution. Process of 20 years of reconstitution during which in hard struggle of 
two lines defeated revisionism in its four manifestations: the right wing 
disguised as leftism, the right liquidationism, the left liquidationism and the 
right opportunist line that opposed to culminate the reconstitution and start the 
armed struggle. 
 
Reconstitution led also by Chairman Gonzalo, who made a new type of Party of 
the Communist Party of Peru, constructing it simultaneously ideologically, 
politically and organisationally in the midst of the struggle of two lines and the 
class struggle of the masses; forging a leading group with a recognized 
leadership at the head, of great descent and real authority; a class party linked to 
the masses, with a Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology and its application to the 
Peruvian reality of the second half of the 20th century; with a General Political 
Line and a Program that led to Communism. A Communist Party of a new type 
capable of leading the revolution. 
 
Reconstitution that left us a Communist Party able to lead the revolution, which 
was combined with an international context in which it was necessary to defend 
Chairman Mao Tsetung viciously attacked by the revisionist usurpation that 
restored capitalism taking advantage of his painful death. This was also 
combined with the struggle of the masses in Peru who came fighting against the 
military dictatorship that for 12 years violated their rights and democratic 
freedoms trying to impose the corporatization of society that characterizes 
fascism. 
 
When reaching the eighties, while the Peruvian reaction sought to contain the 
explosiveness of the masses calling for general elections supposedly to restore 
their democracy, the Communist Party of Peru, ready as a new type of Party, 
linked to the masses and built throughout the country , started the armed struggle 
having made its preparation and definition throughout the year 1979. It began its 
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III stage of life, after the I one its Constitution and II its Reconstitution, this, the 
III one, was the Direction of the People's War. 
 
It was the moment of the greatest prestige of the Communist Party of Peru, in 
the proletariat and the popular masses of the country and beyond its borders, was 
called the lighthouse of the revolution. A victorious start that for two years 
confronted the militarized police forces of the genocidal, torturers and rapists 
Sinchis, who were defeated by ripping off their first conventional weapons. A 
just and correct start, a beginning from nothing, based on the great principle of 
independence, self-determination and self-support; without a commanding staff 
of any power or superpower, based entirely on the broad popular masses. 
 
A beginning that gave bases to face the reactionary Armed Forces sent by the 
Peruvian State to apply a genocidal policy to destroy the people's war and 
exterminate the revolutionaries. The people do not forget their faces stained with 
blood and their bare trunks running the squares with hectoring cries of cruel 
murderers. The poor peasant will never forget the bombing and destruction of 
their villages, the burning of their huts, the burning of their poor crops, the 
drowning of their thousands of sons in the Huallaga river, the systematic 
beheading of their sons, the massive violations of their women, mothers or 
schoolgirls; he will never forget the thousands of disappeared people by the 
Army and the Navy, forcing them to dig their graves before throwing them at 
them; tombs that will never open; facts that will never be clarified because the 
Peruvian State wants to preserve its impunity forever. 
 
That is why the Peruvian State had genocides as Presidents of the government 
and has genocides as congressmen and candidates; that is why they pretend to 
deny that it was them and their armed forces that caused the greatest and most 
merciless genocide with the massacre of peasants and revolutionaries between 
December 1982 and December 1992. 
 
But, the Peruvian State could not stifle the revolution, despite its genocide, the 
people's war DEVELOPED AND REACHED  TO THE STRATEGIC 
EQUILIBRIUM, because badly their desires "the blood does not drown the 
revolution but waters it" 
 
Then came the arrest of September 1992 in which the direction of the war was 
decapitated and the Party faced the hardest blow, a problem of proletarian 
political leadership, the capture of Chairman Gonzalo and the direction of the 
Political Bureau. A strategic shift in the class struggle itself in terms of the 
complex international situation that was added to this decapitation and changed 
the power relations between left and right, between revolution and 
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counterrevolution favourable to them. A concrete reality that demanded a 
concrete solution. 
 
Solution that was found by Chairman Gonzalo himself who from his prison 
raised the initiative of talks with the State to reach a Peace Agreement and 
achieve the freedoms of the revolutionaries. Initiative conceived as an action of 
negotiations and pressures, with arm forces intact that were free. Initiative that 
was rejected by the own forces as counter forces that opposed, but mainly by the 
arrogance of the vanquisher and the others by the empowerment of the rightist 
with free field that unleashed a bourgeois military line of chieftain, anarchists 
and bureaucrats that split the Party and led the war to its defeat. Not reaching 
any agreement, the reaction continued killing in the countryside and capturing in 
the city. 
 
But Chairman Gonzalo, with his great strength and communist sagacity, found 
the concrete solution and set the course: a New Great Party Strategy: to move 
from a political struggle with weapons to a political struggle without weapons, a 
new and IV stage of the Party in which must to fall back with the masses and at 
the same time defend the existence of the Party aiming to preserve the forces for 
a true and real future. 
 
Within this is the Party persisting in applying the principal and the fundamental 
policy in order to develop overcoming defeat and struggling for the freedom of 
all involved. 
 
But, as it had to be, the reaction following its law of anti-historical and 
recalcitrant force set a group of legal and political measures to destroy the Party, 
discredit the leaders of the war and isolate them from the masses, this in the 
belief of preventing the revolution. But a repressive policy like the one they 
apply will never hinder the revolution because as long as there are social classes 
there will be class struggle and the class of the proletariat will lead the 
proletarian revolution. 
 
III- WHAT IS THE CURRENT SITUATION AND PERSPECTIVE OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF PERU 
 
For 26 years the Communist Party of Peru has been holding as part of its 
political struggle POLITICAL SOLUTION, GENERAL AMNESTY AND 
NATIONAL RECONCILIATION! And during these 26 years, although at first 
it took steps, the Round of Talks, did not prosper and never reached any 
agreement, rather the systematic response of the Peruvian State was MILITARY 
SOLUTION, POLITICAL PERSECUTION AND TOTAL EXCLUSION, 
printing to their "legal” action this same political content, new trials as political 
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persecution, new laws or aggravation of them as a continuation of the use of 
anti-terrorist legislation as a weapon of counter-subversive war in times of a 
long term of the revolutionary war; that is, a whole counterrevolutionary policy 
of extermination that pursues the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist thought of Chairman 
Gonzalo, as did the old inquisitors of the colonialist church against the native 
ideologies. 
 
But that is the answer of a decomposing system, of a State in crisis that 
absolutizes repression instead of analyzing the political, economic and historical 
causes of the people's struggle, instead of attending to their basic needs and 
demands. A State that lacks a great economic development plan that leads this 
country and that moves automatically focusing on the exploitation and 
exportation of raw materials without greater value added, with a proliferation of 
unproductive but profitable informality for the interests of the large groups of 
power, with an extensive and aggravated exploitation of the labor force, with a 
flexible labour system that has devastated the rights of the class, with a youth 
unemployment of 80%, with a lagged education, with an unheeded health, with 
violated women without mercy. 
 
A State that besides being a capitalist exploiter subjected to the domination of 
the imperialist powers, it is a corrupt State that corrodes more its developing 
decomposition. 
 
This is the reality that is intended to cover pointing to the Marxist-Leninist-
Maoist, Gonzalo Thought as the main danger of the moment. That is not true, 
the main problem of the country, is the State crisis and unemployment and total 
disregard of the basic needs of the masses. They respond to particular interests 
of group, those that use the subject to conceal in addition the fight of groups of 
the ultra-right, that expresses in collusion and struggles to divide the profits of 
30 years of capitalist exploitation, is they who impose reasons of national 
security to repress and not solve the real problems that their own system has 
generated. 
 
The popular masses have increased their distrust in the system of capitalist 
exploitation, they do not live any electoral enthusiasm for more that they 
intensify their propaganda; the poverty of the discourses, the decadence of the 
candidates who are characters that are a faithful reflection of the decomposition 
of the system, the popular struggle will increase and this is what is sought in the 
background to contain with political persecution the Marxist-Leninist-Maoists, 
Gonzalo Thought; hide their black plans of popular repression, their anti-labor 
laws, anti-people, anti-youth, anti Peruvian society, this is the real thing. 
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We denounce here that within a few days of sentencing President Gonzalo to 
second life imprisonment, they mount an operation of search and hostility with 
hundreds of DIRCOTE police officers seeking to destabilize and even destroy 
him. 
 
They want to take away his lawyers? Yes. They already killed one of them, they 
try to capture some of his lawyers and intimidate all of them. They want to 
prevent him from reading, studying, that is why they take away his books, his 
works, they want to reduce him to the condition of subhuman, that is their 
perverse plan and against that we are pronouncing ourselves here in defense of 
Chairman Gonzalo and all the historical leadership of the popular war that it is 
facing without bending against the counterrevolutionary offensive of the 
genocidal, repressive and corrupt reactionary ultra-right. They will answer for 
any harm they may cause them. 
 
The system and the Peruvian reaction is in decomposition and as Chairman Mao 
Tsetung taught us: "In the history of humanity, every reactionary force on the 
verge of perishing invariably launches into a last and desperate attack against the 
revolutionary forces; and frequently occurs that some revolutionaries are fooled 
for a time by this apparent power that conceals their internal weakness and fail 
to see the essential fact that the enemy is nearing an end, while they themselves 
are approaching victory" 
 
And if we see the situation of the world; is not Peru the reflection of that? The 
current world is undergoing an intensification of inter-imperialist contradictions, 
a commercial war between the two great economic powers: the United States 
and China has been unleashed, which will affect world trade, causing greater 
political instability. Russia, on the one hand, intends to occupy the scope of the 
former USSR. This aggravation will bring closer the outbreak of a new war of 
imperialist plunder. The overcome crisis of 2008 was of slow and long recovery, 
10 years after that crisis, we live an uncertain future of the global economy and 
they are envisioning a new the worse global economic crisis with recession and 
financial crisis. The hegemony of US imperialism has been questioned by China 
that is applying a systematic plan that will lead it to establish itself as such. It 
becomes evident, for the rest of the world that after the commercial war they 
have carried out trial military operations. 
 
The class and the people struggles in the world, on the other hand, as the IV 
industrial revolution underway will generate in a short time a great 
unemployment and it is known that 10 to 14% of the world labour force will 
have to change occupational category. So are things. What can the peoples 
expect from imperialism? Nothing. On the contrary, they must oppose the 
imperialist war because it is the only way out of their vile exploitation. 
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Quoting Chairman Mao Tsetung: "Imperialism will not live long because it 
perpetrates all kinds of infamies. It obstinately supports the reactionaries of the 
different countries, hostile to the peoples. It occupies by force many colonies, 
semi-colonies and military bases. It threatens peace with an atomic war. 
 
In this way, forced by imperialism, more than 90% of the world population is 
rising or will rise en mass to fight against it. But imperialism is still alive; still it 
is doing and undoing in Asia, Africa and Latin America. In the Western world, 
the imperialists continue to oppress the popular masses of their own countries. 
This situation has to change. It is the task of the peoples of the world to put an 
end to the aggression and oppression of imperialism mainly north-american 
imperialism "and as Chairman Gonzalo said one day:"The task of the proletariat 
and the peoples of the world is to make the revolution". 
 
Within this concrete situation of the class struggle, the perspective of the 
Communist Party of Peru is bright. No matter how long it takes, the revolution 
will be a reality as long as there is capitalist exploitation. 
 

LONG LIVE CHAIRMAN GONZALO, 
HEAD OF THE PARTY AND THE REVOLUTION FOREVER! 

 
LONG LIVE THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF PERU, 

LONG LIVE IT’S BRIGHT PERSPECTIVE! 
 
October 7th, 2018  

Central Committee 
Communist Party of Peru 
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